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A step-by-step program that shows parents, simply and clearly, how to teach their child to
read in just 20 minutes a day.
A resource for all who teach and study history, this book illuminates the unmistakable
centrality of American Indian history to the full sweep of American history. The nineteen
essays gathered in this collaboratively produced volume, written by leading scholars in the
field of Native American history, reflect the newest directions of the field and are organized
to follow the chronological arc of the standard American history survey. Contributors reassess
major events, themes, groups of historical actors, and approaches--social, cultural, military,
and political--consistently demonstrating how Native American people, and questions of
Native American sovereignty, have animated all the ways we consider the nation's past. The
uniqueness of Indigenous history, as interwoven more fully in the American story, will
challenge students to think in new ways about larger themes in U.S. history, such as
settlement and colonization, economic and political power, citizenship and movements for
equality, and the fundamental question of what it means to be an American. Contributors are
Chris Andersen, Juliana Barr, David R. M. Beck, Jacob Betz, Paul T. Conrad, Mikal Brotnov
Eckstrom, Margaret D. Jacobs, Adam Jortner, Rosalyn R. LaPier, John J. Laukaitis, K. Tsianina
Lomawaima, Robert J. Miller, Mindy J. Morgan, Andrew Needham, Jean M. O'Brien, Jeffrey
Ostler, Sarah M. S. Pearsall, James D. Rice, Phillip H. Round, Susan Sleeper-Smith, and Scott
Manning Stevens.
There are many paths to becoming a real estate professional. But holding a license or owning
a home is only the beginning to what could be a long and transformative journey in the world
of real estate. Your new instructor is about to arrive, but he won't be sitting you down in a
classroom. Rather the opposite-real estate investment icon Sam Liebman will whisk you
straight from your seats down to the streets. Harvard Can't Teach What You Learn from the
Streets is no ordinary real estate investment guide. It's Sam Liebman's "no holds barred"
deep dive into the fine art of becoming a real estate mogul yourself. Author Sam Liebman
experienced a rise to notoriety as a real estate investor after taking an abandoned strip mall
and terraforming it into a 15 million dollar apartment complex. Sam has a penchant for taking
a property from rubble to ritz, and breaks down exactly how the process can be replicated by
even a beginner investor. A classroom environment can only teach you so much. But raw
experience can take even the greenest investor and forge them into a seasoned pro. Through
transparent access to Sam's experience, you'll be on the fast track to commercial real estate
success. Sam teaches you precisely what to look for in a property: Running your own financial
analysis Finding sale and rent comparables Understanding the construction and mechanical
aspects Zoning and school information So much more Harvard Can't Teach What you Learn
from the Streets paves the way for new investors to transform their lives through the power
of commercial real estate. And by standing on the shoulders of giants such as Sam Liebman,
you'll be able to reach far beyond where you've ever thought possible.
Have you ever wondered why you are you? Or what it might feel like to be someone else?
Someone taller, faster, smaller, smarter? Lighter, older, darker, bolder?
62 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to College
An Actual Conversation with My Mother, Pearl Novick
You Can’t Teach Until Everyone Is Listening
Why You Can't Teach United States History without American Indians
What School Doesn't Teach You
What Is It About Me You Can't Teach?
The Wisdom of Old Dogs
In The 5 Love Languages, you will discover the secret that has transformed millions of relationships
worldwide. Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman s proven approach to
showing and receiving love will help you experience deeper and richer levels of intimacy with your
partner starting today.
This is the story of a man who taught high school, but didn't know how to read.
What is the coronavirus, and why is everyone talking about it? Engagingly illustrated by Axel Scheffler,
this approachable and timely book helps answer these questions and many more, providing children aged
5-10 and their parents with clear and accessible explanations about the coronavirus and its effects both from a health perspective and the impact it has on a family’s day-to-day life. With input from
expert consultant Professor Graham Medley of the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, as well
as advice from teachers and child psychologists, this is a practical and informative resource to help
explain the changes we are currently all experiencing. The book is free to read and download, but Nosy
Crow would like to encourage readers, should they feel in a position to, to make a donation to:
https://www.nhscharitiestogether.co.uk/
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Uses examples of successful and unsuccessful sales to illustrate Sandler's ideas on turning ordinary
salespeople into crack sales reps who can control any situation
The Teacher who Couldn't Read
Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons
A Guide for Teachers, 6-12
Learn to Swim
A manual for those who not only love their children but want to like them too
You Can't Teach a Fish to Whistle
Teach Like a Champion 2.0

One of the most influential teaching guides ever—updated! Teach Like a Champion 2.0 is a
complete update to the international bestseller. This teaching guide is a must-have for
new and experienced teachers alike. Over 700,000 teachers around the world already know
how the techniques in this book turn educators into classroom champions. With ideas for
everything from classroom management to inspiring student engagement, you will be able to
perfect your teaching practice right away. The first edition of Teach Like a Champion
influenced thousands of educators because author Doug Lemov's teaching strategies are
simple and powerful. Now, updated techniques and tools make it even easier to put
students on the path to college readiness. Here are just a few of the brand new resources
available in the 2.0 edition: Over 70 new video clips of real teachers modeling the
techniques in the classroom (note: for online access of this content, please visit
my.teachlikeachampion.com) A selection of never before seen techniques inspired by top
teachers around the world Brand new structure emphasizing the most important techniques
and step by step teaching guidelines Updated content reflecting the latest best practices
from outstanding educators With the sample lesson plans, videos, and
teachlikeachampion.com online community, you will be teaching like a champion in no time.
The classroom techniques you'll learn in this book can be adapted to suit any context.
Find out why Teach Like a Champion is a "teaching Bible" for so many educators worldwide.
You have a great talent, but do you know how to make a success of it? One of the things
not taught in art school is just how active and engaged you need to be. You will have to
become your own finance, business and marketing manager, as well as researcher, curator
and administrator. Your career is in your hands, but you didn't attend a business school,
and you need to focus on what you know best. What They Didn't Teach You in Art School is
the ultimate survival guide to life as an artist, while also a perfect springboard for
aspiring artists who haven't yet given up the day job. The book provides expert advice,
tips and inspiration to help you build a successful career - giving you the time to
nurture your true talent.
This is an essential go-to guide for anyone navigating the uncertain waters of a real
world career path. Appealing to new, recent and not-so-recent graduates; but also to
school leavers and non-graduates, this wealth of information is designed to lead the
reader through the plethora of challenges they can expect to encounter on the path to
ultimate career success. The books focus is on informal education the type that no
university or college is equipped to teach, because it is based on real life experiences.
Covering topics such as networking, mentorship and effective goal setting, it is sure to
be equally appreciated by those who wish to read it cover to cover and by those who wish
to delve into a specific section for some practical, hands-on advice and guidance. The
work also includes useful links to websites and organisations as well as pertinent
further reading recommendations.
A guide to help teachers reach struggling readers offers practical strategies, classroom
skills, and activities.
The Everything Kids' Learning French Book
An Instructional Guide for the Urban Educator
You Can't Teach a Kid to Ride a Bike at a Seminar
Lessons in Life, Love and Friendship
Ageless Information for the Information Age
We Can't Teach What We Don't Know, Third Edition
You Can't Teach Vision
All prospects lie, all the time. Never ask for the order. Get an I.O.U. for everything you do. Don't spill your candy in the lobby. Until now, these
unique rules (and 45 more) were given out only to Sandler Training clients in special seminars and private coaching. After three decades of
proven success, the secrets are out in "The Sandler Rules". And when salespeople know the rules, they get results. Early in his sales career,
David Sandler observed that some salespeople work hard and struggle for every deal, while others consistently, and almost effortlessly,
uncover new opportunities and close sales. Why is it, he wondered, that two salespeople selling the same product in the same market can
have such different results? Are great salespeople born with a special gift -- perhaps the right personality? Were they better educated? Did
they have more experience? Were they just lucky to find themselves in the right places at the right times with the right people? No, they
simply understood human relationships. Using Eric Berne's Transactional Analysis, Sandler devised a selling system and distilled forty-nine
unforgettable rules that are frank, sometimes fun, and always easy to put to use. Sandler Training CEO David Mattson, coauthor of "Five
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Minutes with VITO", delivers this fresh and often funny guidebook, filled with real-world tactics for successful prospecting, qualifying, dealmaking, closing, and referral generation.
An honest explanation about how power and privilege factor into the lives of white children, at the expense of other groups, and how they can
help seek justice. --THE NEW YORK TIMES **A WHITE RAVEN 2019 SELECTION** NAMED ONE OF SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL'S
BEST BOOKS OF 2018 Not My Idea: A Book About Whiteness is a picture book about racism and racial justice, inviting white children and
parents to become curious about racism, accept that it's real, and cultivate justice. This book does a phenomenal job of explaining how power
and privilege affect us from birth, and how we can educate ourselves...Not My Idea is an incredibly important book, one that we should all be
using as a catalyst for our anti-racist education. --THE TINY ACTIVIST Quite frankly, the first book I've seen that provides an honest
explanation for kids about the state of race in America today. --ELIZABETH BIRD, librarian "It's that exact mix of true-to-life humor and
unflinching honesty that makes Higginbotham's book work so well..."--PUBLISHERS WEEKLY (*Starred Review) A much-needed title that
provides a strong foundation for critical discussions of white people and racism, particularly for young audiences. Recommended for all
collections. --SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL (*Starred Review) A necessary children's book about whiteness, white supremacy, and
resistance... Important, accessible, needed. --KIRKUS REVIEWS A timely story that addresses racism, civic responsibility, and the concept of
whiteness. --FOREWORD REVIEWS For white folks who aren't sure how to talk to their kids about race, this book is the perfect beginning.
--O MAGAZINE
What should I do ?, Who am I? and What is my purpose in this mortal realm?. These profound questions of humankind require deep thought
and introspection, while living in a constantly changing world with jobs, families and relationships around us. Effectively, this book provides
close to ten great ways to manage the entropy of the world, while in pursuit of purpose. The book contains conversations, anecdotes and
experiences from my mentors and gurus, who have helped me in multiple facets of my life for weathering the worldly vicissitudes. Without
their nurturing thoughts, It would have been unbearable and would have definitely led to performance and confidence issues. The book
encompasses inferential learning based on personal experiences and multiple interactions with my mentors, gurus, friends, family and
colleagues.
This second edition provides strategies to increase student engagement, develop cognitive skills, and empower students to take responsibility
for their own learning.
Parents-YOU Can Teach Them. Promise!
Why Am I Me?
Coronavirus: A Book for Children
Until You Read This Book
Baseball: Teach Your Kid to Hit...So They Don't Quit!
You Can't Teach an Old Dog New Tricks Because
Inferential Lessons to Achieve Your Dreams

Kevin Gallagher has written a book that provides a process to parents and coaches on how to teach children to hit a
baseball or a softball. It is a process that will dramatically increase the chances of any child to make contact with the
ball.Hitting a baseball is hard and very few people know how to teach children or young adults how to hit.Throwing
batting practice to a child is not teaching them to hit.This book is designed to convince the vast audience of Parents
that they, regardless of their background, can teach their child to make contact with a baseball/softball, by providing a
simple process that will make sense to them and their child.If we don't teach our kids to hit, they will get frustrated and
quit.The book is an easy read and is a story of the state of Baseball today, and takes us on a journey on how the length
of Major League games, the late hour finishes, the Launch Angle Swing and the infatuation of the Home Run, as well as
the amount of non-action during games, has all contributed to the games declining popularity in America and the
disappearing participation of America's youth. It is a story full of anecdotes, quotes and eye popping statistics that
makes the book enjoyable, but always leading to the inevitable conclusion that making contact with the baseball is the
only way you will keep a child involved in the game?? and ultimately create more action inside the game.At the books
conclusion, Kevin lays out a simple 8 Step Process to make contact with the ball.It is a process for the parent to learn,
understand, and own. Then, and only then, the parent will have the knowledge and confidence to teach their child.In
addition to the written process, and numerous entertaining illustrations, there are links to a 24 minute instructional
video broken down step-by-step to help you visualize what is being taught.
You Can’t Teach a Kid to Ride a Bike at a Seminar, 2nd Edition: Sandler Training’s 7-Step System for Successful
SellingMcGraw Hill Professional
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world in
which all printed reading material is burned.
A dog is for life, but an old dog's wisdom is for ever. Full of practical advice, uplifting stories, and scientific expertise,
this book reveals how dogs can be a constant source of wisdom, comfort, and love in their old age. The perfect
Christmas present for anyone who treasures these wonderful animals.
Fun exercises to help you learn francais
The Sandler Rules
Not My Idea
How People Learn
How to survive as an artist in the real world
What They Don't Teach You At Harvard Business School
This is a parenting book for people who don't buy parenting books With straight-talking advice from renowned
Psychotherapist Philippa Perry, How to be a Parent is the definitive guide for any parent looking to navigate
their past, avoid repeating mistakes, and ensure they don't land their own kids in therapy. Through the
combination of case studies, and therapeutic insight gained from over 20 years of working directly with
clients, Perry tackles the wider issues of what it actually means to be a parent, rather than getting bogged
down in the little details. This isn't a book about meeting developmental milestones, training your child to
have enviable manners, or how to get the much idealised 'perfect' family, it's about creating functional
relationships with your children so that they grow up feeling secure, knowing who they are and what they want
- giving both them and you a shot at real happiness. Full of refreshing, sage and sane advice on the bigger
picture of parenthood, How to be a Parent is the only book you'll ever really need to ensure you don't mess
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your kids up.
The definitive resource for understanding what coding is, designed for educators and parents Even though the
vast majority of teachers, parents, and students understand the importance of computer science in the 21st
century, many struggle to find appropriate educational resources. Don't Teach Coding: Until You Read This
Book fills a gap in current knowledge by explaining exactly what coding is and addressing why and how to
teach the subject. Providing a historically grounded, philosophically sensitive description of computer coding,
this book helps readers understand the best practices for teaching computer science to their students and
their children. The authors, experts in teaching computer sciences to students of all ages, offer practical
insights on whether coding is a field for everyone, as opposed to a field reserved for specialists. This
innovative book provides an overview of recent scientific research on how the brain learns coding, and features
practical exercises that strengthen coding skills. Clear, straightforward chapters discuss a broad range of
questions using principles of computer science, such as why we should teach students to code and is coding a
science, engineering, technology, mathematics, or language? Helping readers understand the principles and
issues of coding education, this book: Helps those with no previous background in computer science education
understand the questions and debates within the field Explores the history of computer science education and
its influence on the present Views teaching practices through a computational lens Addresses why many
schools fail to teach computer science adequately Explains contemporary issues in computer science such as
the language wars and trends that equate coding with essential life skills like reading and writing Don't Teach
Coding: Until You Read This Book is a valuable resource for K-12 educators in computer science education and
parents wishing to understand the field to help chart their children’s education path.
"Really useful, positive and reassuring. Just what parents need right now!" Lizzie Loves Healthy Are you
worried your child has fallen behind while schools have been closed? Do you want to support your child's
learning at home but worry that everyone just ends up stressed and switches off? Could this be doing more
harm than good? It's time to let primary school teacher and education influencer Katie Tollitt take the sting
out of home learning. Covering eight key principles for how to approach learning in way that maximises fun,
and minimises stress, this short accessible book emphasises the need for flexibility, conversation and
openness. It will help you ask the right questions and understand how your attitude towards learning impacts
your children. Full of practical tips, suggestions and judgment-free advise, it's the closest thing to having a
teacher with you at home.
ADVANCE PRAISE FOR WHAT THE INTERNET CANT TEACH YOU In a new digital world where instant
communication has left us feeling more disconnected than ever, it is the tried and tested values and principles
that really make the difference to todays managers. Theres a reason why guys like Sam Walton and Lou
Pritchett have been so successful. We should all be so lucky as to listen and find out why. DAN MANGRU, Host
of The Mangru Report on Fox Business What the Internet Cant Teach You has, in one place, the lessons one
learns in a military career. I know many military people who failed because they didnt learn these principles of
leadership and management! COL. WILL MERRILL, West Point, Class of 1958, Airborne Ranger, US Army (ret)
I wish I had had Lous book back in 1986 when we introduced Stainmaster carpeting to the world. His succinct
maxims are a timeless road map to business success, cutting through the fog of circumstance and technology.
I recommend it to all young aspiring leaders. TOM MCANDREWS, the Father of Stainmaster, Former DuPont
Worldwide Director, Flooring Systems Each morning, millions of managersfrom supervisors at McDonalds to
Fortune 500 presidentscommute to their respective jobs, where their subordinates rely on their leadership,
advice, and coaching in order to be successful themselves. Desperate to achieve greatness in a highly
competitive world driven by technology, these leaders are often frustrated with the loss of one-on-one
mentorship from a boss who has been there. Lou Pritchett, a former executive who was instrumental in the
creation of the partnership between Procter & Gamble and Wal-Mart, shares decades of hands-on experience
in company leadership, training, and organizational development in order to mentor others with snippets of
wisdom and universal truth not found in cyberspace. Future leaders that include entrepreneurs, educators,
executives, administrative assistants, and sales representatives will find inspiration in both Pritchetts wisdom
and the seasoned advice of other famous leaders, such as Napoleon Bonaparte, John F. Kennedy, Stonewall
Jackson, and Ross Perot. Management is of dollars and things. Leadership is of hearts, souls, and spirits. In
What the Internet Cant Teach You, Pritchett allows others to take a step back in time and learn the same way
successful leaders have learned for centuriesthrough the wisdom of those who know.
When Kids Can't Read, what Teachers Can Do
Harvard Can't Teach What You Learn from the Streets
Brain, Mind, Experience, and School: Expanded Edition
You Can't Teach a Class You Can't Manage
How to Raise a Reader
Fahrenheit 451
The Book You Read to Teach Your Children

If a hungry little traveler shows up at your house, you might want to give him a cookie. If you give him a cookie, he's
going to ask for a glass of milk. He'll want to look in a mirror to make sure he doesn't have a milk mustache, and then he'll
ask for a pair of scissors to give himself a trim.... The consequences of giving a cookie to this energetic mouse run the
young host ragged, but young readers will come away smiling at the antics that tumble like dominoes through the pages
of this delightful picture book.
First released in the Spring of 1999, How People Learn has been expanded to show how the theories and insights from
the original book can translate into actions and practice, now making a real connection between classroom activities and
learning behavior. This edition includes far-reaching suggestions for research that could increase the impact that
classroom teaching has on actual learning. Like the original edition, this book offers exciting new research about the mind
and the brain that provides answers to a number of compelling questions. When do infants begin to learn? How do
experts learn and how is this different from non-experts? What can teachers and schools do-with curricula, classroom
settings, and teaching methods--to help children learn most effectively? New evidence from many branches of science
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has significantly added to our understanding of what it means to know, from the neural processes that occur during
learning to the influence of culture on what people see and absorb. How People Learn examines these findings and their
implications for what we teach, how we teach it, and how we assess what our children learn. The book uses exemplary
teaching to illustrate how approaches based on what we now know result in in-depth learning. This new knowledge calls
into question concepts and practices firmly entrenched in our current education system. Topics include: How learning
actually changes the physical structure of the brain. How existing knowledge affects what people notice and how they
learn. What the thought processes of experts tell us about how to teach. The amazing learning potential of infants. The
relationship of classroom learning and everyday settings of community and workplace. Learning needs and opportunities
for teachers. A realistic look at the role of technology in education.
Now in its third edition, this powerful book features timely new content from innovative schools and teachers, focusing on
reaching struggling students. The authors illuminate how to raise student achievement by upholding high expectations,
while teaching with cultural responsiveness. Discover how to: Lead all students to deeper learning, grounded in critical
thinking, creative problem solving, communication, collaboration—and the “5th C,” cultural awareness Support the latest
standards for college and career readiness and English Language Proficiency/Development Incorporate technology into
teaching and learning in innovative ways, adaptable to varying resource levels Implement K-12 lesson plans that support
individualized, project-based learning
A book about putting learning relationships at the heart of your teaching; then everything else will fall into place including
positive behaviour management, stress reduction, student engagement and pupil progress.
Building Effective Learning Relationships
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie 25th Anniversary Edition
The Commercial Real Estate Blueprint That'll Save Your Asphalt
White Teachers, Multiracial Schools
Don't Teach Coding
8 Ways to Keep Learning at Home Fun
A Book about Whiteness: Bonus Materials

A comprehensive playbook for applied design thinking inbusiness and management, complete with concepts andtoolkits As
many companies have lost confidence in the traditional waysof running a business, design thinking has entered the mix.Design
Thinking for Strategic Innovation presents aframework for design thinking that is relevant to businessmanagement, marketing,
and design strategies and also provides atoolkit to apply concepts for immediate use in everyday work. Itexplains how design
thinking can bring about creative solutions tosolve complex business problems. Organized into five sections, thisbook provides
an introduction to the values and applications ofdesign thinking, explains design thinking approaches for eight keychallenges
that most businesses face, and offers an applicationframework for these business challenges through exercises,activities, and
resources. An essential guide for any business seeking to use designthinking as a problem-solving tool as well as a business
method totransform companies and cultures The framework is based on work developed by the author for anexecutive
program in Design Thinking taught in Harvard GraduateSchool of Design Author Idris Mootee is a management guru and a
leading experton applied design thinking Revolutionize your approach to solving your business's greatestchallenges through
the power of Design Thinking for StrategicInnovation.
This new edition deepens the discussion of race and social justice in education with many updates, including a new section
entitled The Whiteness of School Reform. Widely used for teacher preparation and in-service professional development, it
speaks to what good teachers know, what they do, and how they embrace culturally responsive teaching.
Mark McCormack, dubbed 'the most powerful man in sport', founded IMG (International Management Group) on a handshake. It
was the first and is the most successful sports management company in the world, becoming a multi-million dollar, worldwide
corporation whose activities in the business and marketing spheres are so diverse as to defy classification. Here, Mark
McCormack reveals the secret of his success to key business issues such as analysing yourself and others, sales, negotiation,
time management, decision-making and communication. What They Don't Teach You at Harvard Business School fills the gaps
between a business school education and the street knowledge that comes from the day-to-day experience of running a
business and managing people. It shares the business skills, techniques and wisdom gleaned from twenty-five years of
experience.
The bestselling sales classic! Revised and expanded to help you supercharge personal and team performance in today's ultracompetitive sales environment "People make buying decisions emotionally and justify them logically." That shrewd, timeless
insight from the first edition of this bestselling book has become a “no-brainer” among sales professionals. Now You Can't
Teach a Kid to Ride a Bike at a Seminar comes with new insights, information, and tools every sales leader can use. It
combines Sandler's classic, battle-tested advice on driving personal and organizational success by breaking the rules of
conventional selling with up-to-date best practices from experienced trainers of Sandler, now run by David Mattson.
What They Can't Teach You at Business or Design School
What the Internet Can’T Teach You
How to be a Parent
The Five Love Languages
Design Thinking for Strategic Innovation
Six Simple Steps to Preventing Disorder, Disruption, and General Mayhem
What They Didn't Teach You in Art School
The Proverb: "You Can't Teach an Old Dog New Tricks," connotes the idea of trying to change
one's mindset, once he's accustomed to doing things a certain way. Change is always met with
resistance, and the various lines of texts, are satirical examples, which could be used as
excuses, in order to resist change. Everyone, both children and adults, will enjoy both the
humor in each line of text, and the lively illustrations. Olga Mullings was born in New Roads,
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Westmoreland, Jamaica West Indies. She is the seventh child, born to Alton and Viris Mullings,
in a very huge family. She received her formal education, at the Enfield All-Age School,
Westmoreland, and attended West Indies College Mandeville, now Northern Caribbean University,
(NCU), where she completed a three year course of study in Teacher Education. Olga is married
with three children, and migrated to the United States of America in 1987. She has been teaching
in the NYC. Dept of Education for 21 years, and enjoys teaching children, but takes special
pride in the teaching of reading. This gave her an incentive to write children's books,
especially rhymes, which encourages children to read and make it easier for them to decode. Olga
is a firm believer that the sky is the limit, therefore, she is always improving herself. As a
result, she is the holder of a B. A. Degree from Empire State College, a M.S. Degree from
Brooklyn College, a S.D.A. Certificate from N.Y.S. Education Department, with studies completed
at Mass. College of Liberal Arts, and a Literacy Leaders Certificate from Teachers College. This
summer, she completed a PhD from Northwestern Theological Seminary, with a concentration in
Divinity. Finally, Olga was born with an insatiable appetite for writing, and finds tremendous
pleasure in doing so. She sees an opportunity to write in almost everything, and has the ability
to compose a rhyme, a book or a poem out of just about anything. She also wrote three other
books, namely: "My Shadow is a Copy Cat" Jerry and Sherry" and "Squirrel Race." She is available
for book-signing events at bookstores, libraries, schools, churches, amusement centers, etc,
upon invitation and appointment. She also hosts: educational, spiritual conferences and
workshops, performs marriage ceremonies, and accepts educational/administrative consultation,
author con-sultation and speaking engagements. For further information, please visit
www.fynebooks.com.
The author distills years of research and experience into six easy, proactive steps to
establishing a classroom environment free of disruption and conducive to learning.
In his book, Benjamin Roberts, an experienced swimming teacher, lifeguard and school teacher
combines his first rate knowledge of how children learn with his expert understanding of
teaching non-swimmers to swim to enable parents to gain the skills needed to teach their own
children to swim. The idea is simply. The book will give you the parent the understanding,
knowledge and confidence to not only teach your children to swim correctly but to enjoy the
process as well.
Actual conversations with my mother, Pearl Novick, and her friends in Florida.
Culturally Responsive Instruction in Deeper Learning Classrooms
If You Can't Reach Them You Can't Teach Them
You Can’t Teach a Kid to Ride a Bike at a Seminar, 2nd Edition: Sandler Training’s 7-Step System
for Successful Selling
The Sandler Sales Institute's 7-step System for Successful Selling
Things University Doesn’T Teach You

Fun exercises to help you learn français! Bonjour, mon ami! So, you want to learn French but don't know where
to start? Start ici, with The Everything Kids' Learning French Book. Inside, you'll find simple exercises, fun facts,
tips on pronunciation, and popular phrases that enable you to read and speak French in no time at all. You'll
learn how to: Address your family ("Ma famille") and pets ("Mes animaux familiers") Describe holidays and
birthdays ("Fêtes et anniversaires") Ask "What time is it?" ("Quelle heure est-il?") Tell your friends, "Let's go
outdoors" ("On va dehors") Express your feelings ("Exprimer mes sentiments") Talk about school ("Mon école")
and your classes ("Mes cours") Dozens of puzzles and activities--plus an English-French Dictionary--make
learning this exciting new language easy, fast, and fun!
An indispensable guide to welcoming children—from babies to teens—to a lifelong love of reading, written by
Pamela Paul and Maria Russo, editors of The New York Times Book Review. Do you remember your first visit to
where the wild things are? How about curling up for hours on end to discover the secret of the Sorcerer’s
Stone? Combining clear, practical advice with inspiration, wisdom, tips, and curated reading lists, How to Raise
a Reader shows you how to instill the joy and time-stopping pleasure of reading. Divided into four sections, from
baby through teen, and each illustrated by a different artist, this book offers something useful on every page,
whether it’s how to develop rituals around reading or build a family library, or ways to engage a reluctant
reader. A fifth section, “More Books to Love: By Theme and Reading Level,” is chockful of expert
recommendations. Throughout, the authors debunk common myths, assuage parental fears, and deliver
invaluable lessons in a positive and easy-to-act-on way.
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